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What are the defining characteristics of the new phase in Syria?
How has the Operation Peace Spring launched by Turkish Armed 
Forces shaped this new phase ?
How will the developments in Syria a�ect the relations between 
Ankara and Washington ?
How will the relations between Damascus and YPG impact on 
Ankara’s strategy? 

What is Russian strategy and what impact will it have on Turkey’s 

existence in Syria?
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The forth of the Foreign Policy Conferences was held on October 17, 2019 at Kadir Has 
University with the participation of Senior Syria Analyst Dareen Khalifa. Prof. Serhat 

Güvenç moderated the conference. Khalifa delivered a presentation on the latest 
developments in Syria and what impact they will have on country’s future. 

The presentation was followed by a discussion session with the attendants of the 
conference. “Operation Peace Spring” launched by Turkish Military Forces has been 

particularly covered during the discussion. 
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During the past eight years, the Syrian con�ict has gone through several phases. Up until 
the last month, the civil war was in a phase in which northeastern Syria was under the 
control of the US-allied Kurdish People’s Protection Unit or YPG, an o�shoot of outlawed 
Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK). In the meantime, Turkey increasingly extended its control 
on the northwestern part while the rest of the country remained under the control of the 
Syrian regime and its allies, except the rebel-held Idlib province.

Turkey-US-YPG triangle and the Operation Peace Spring

Turkish military’s incursion into northeastern Syria, dubbed as “Operation Peace Spring,” 
marked the beginning of a new phase in the con�ict. Dareen Khalifa started her talk with 
a reminder of the International Crisis Group’s long-time position: a series of failed policies 
contributed to Turkish military operation in Syria, an incursion that could have been 
avoided.

For Khalifa, Ankara has never hidden its discomfort with the US-YPG alliance; on the 
contrary, it has publicly expressed its anger with this alliance and the US support to the 
YPG. From Ankara’s perspective, the US did not keep its promise i) to force YPG out of the 
city of Manbij, ii) to keep the YPG in the east of the Euphrates River, and iii) to take away 
all military support provided to the militant group following the territorial defeat of ISIS. 
The US apparently sustained this policy by fiercely denying any connections between 
the outlawed PKK and the YPG.  

The US has defended its alliance with the YPG primarily by contending that Turkey did 
not prioritize the fight against ISIS. From the US perspective, Turkey has never o�ered a 
feasible alternative for the anti-ISIS fight. Most proposals that Turkey put forward would 
require hundreds of thousands of American troops deployed on the ground. At the end 
of the day, Khalifa noted, the US prioritized an e�ective fight against ISIS and stuck to its 
alliance with the YPG. 

Khalifa underscored that both Obama and Trump administrations viewed Syrian con�ict 
as a simple issue of counter-terrorism, where the US policy was merely based on 
counterterrorism considerations. Under the circumstances, where counterterrorism was 
by far the most important US priority, Turkey’s concerns became of secondary 
importance for the US. As the YPG concentrated on the fight against ISIS, it was also 
unrealistic from the perspective of the US to restrict the capacity of the organization in a 
way that would appease Turkey. 
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According to Khalifa, the YPG has been very e�ective throughout the fight against ISIS 
from the US standpoint. The militia group captured the areas that were of a strategic 
importance for the survival of ISIS. Thus, the status quo became an ever-deepening 
dilemma for the strategic preferences of the US, because consolidation of the alliance 
with the YPG through remarkable achievements on the field would increase the 
frustration of Turkey and undermine the bilateral relations, which was hailed as a “model 
partnership” not long ago.  

Khalifa argued that although both Obama and Trump administrations Syria policies 
focused on anti-ISIS campaign in Syria, there has been a significant di�erence between 
their strategies. Due to its apparently anti-Iran and anti-regime stance, the Trump 
administration’s strategy aimed to block the regime’s advances, which it did so by 
empowering the YPG. Doing so, Khalifa emphasized, the US attempted to find a 
short-term military solution for a much more sophisticated problem of a political nature. 
Namely, the short-term settlements that the US reached with the parties on the ground 
fell short to address the questions regarding YPG’s legitimacy, capacity and sovereignty 
in the areas under its control. Neither did they address Ankara’s concerns over increasing 
power resources under the control of YPG, which Ankara considers as equal to the PKK, 
through its partnership with the US. 

According to Khalifa, mainly due to the gap between the expectations, concerns and 
objectives of Turkey and the US, the diplomatic talks between Ankara and Washington 
were endless and fruitless, which frustrated both countries. Trump’s letter to President 
Erdoğan just after Turkey’s decision to start its operation in northeastern Syria is 
indicative of this frustration not only in terms of language but also timing. 

The relationship between the YPG and Damascus

Most prominent figures in the Syrian opposition had always regarded the YPG as 
apologists of the Assad regime. Khalifa argued the opposite and said that the 
relationship between the YPG and Damascus has been rather restricted to certain 
security issues. Nevertheless, Khalifa continued, there has been a large volume of trade 
and economic transactions between YPG and Damascus. YPG controlled 80% of Syrian 
resources – namely oil, gas and water – and used this wealth of resources to trade with 
Damascus. 
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More importantly, Khalifa said, the YPG tried, more than once, to use its military power as 
a leverage against Damascus to preserve its gains for a future settlement in Syria. 
However, these attempts failed mainly because Damascus refused to negotiate with the 
YPG since the YPG had rejected Damascus’ demands to demilitarize and to integrate into 
the Syrian Army. From the YPG’s perspective, their victory against ISIS needed to be 
translated into a political status in the future of Syria, through some form of 
decentralization of political power and recognition of YPG’s autonomy.

According to Khalifa, in these “maximalist” demands from Damascus, the YPG heavily 
relied on the US military presence in the region, and that was certainly a significant 
leverage at their disposal. Damascus, on the other hand, always thought that it was a 
matter of time until the US left the region and that they could negotiate with a much 
weaker YPG when the time came. As a matter of fact, after Trump Administration’s 
decision to leave Syria, the YPG and Damascus reached an understanding based on 
common defense interests against Turkish Army. This resulted in the redeployment of 
Syrian Army in some border areas. Khalifa underlined that she was skeptical as to 
whether Damascus would accept the institutional setup installed in the YPG-controlled 
areas in the long term. 

Khalifa emphasized that the situation on the ground in Syria was very fragile. European 
countries were concerned about the ISIS prisoners, some of which were European 
citizens. However, the debates on whether European countries will take them back has 
overshadowed the fact that ISIS active cells continue to operate in Syria. These ISIS cells 
launch attacks on Arabs, who work with Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF) almost daily. 
Khalifa emphasized that while everyone focuses on the military con�ict between Turkish 
Army, Syrian Army and the YPG, the ISIS insurgency would rejuvenate.

On the other hand, in the area targeted by Turkish incursion, what the local Kurdish 
population fears most is the Syrian National Army (SNA), the proxy militant groups allied 
with Turkey, allegedly composed of Salafi, jihadist and conservative groups, rather than 
Turkish Army itself. Kurdish civilians fear that these SNA militants could undertake 
actions like those undertaken in Afrin following Turkey’s Operation Olive Branch, which 
displaced thousands of Kurdish civilians.  
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The strategy of Russia

According to Khalifa, Russia wants Damascus to rebuild authority in every inch of Syria. 
And the US presence in the northeastern Syria posed the most significant challenge for 
Russia to accomplish that objective. Now that the US decided to withdraw its troops 
from Syria, Russia views that the basis for a common understanding between the YPG 
and Damascus could finally be formed. In any case, it would be di�icult to totally 
disintegrate YPG, which has approximately 60,000 paramilitary troops in northeastern 
Syria. 

Therefore, finding a common ground between the Damascus and YPG seems to be a 
smarter strategy to pursue for Russia. However, we can also expect Russia to take 
Turkey’s concerns into consideration. So far, it has adeptly pursued a policy of driving a 
wedge between Turkey and the US/NATO, and we can assume that Russia will continue 
to pursue this policy. Russia may also adopt the strategy to find a common ground 
between Ankara and Damascus in both parties’ interests to defeat the YPG altogether. 
Nevertheless, Khalifa underlines, one should not forget that the YPG has been neither an 
enemy nor a friend for Damascus, whereas Turkey has been hostile towards Damascus 
since 2012. 

*The report has been written by Edgar Şar & Abdullah Sevim
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